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Jim Henson's Labyrinth: The Novelization
Presents the complete comic series featuring Tove Jansson's observations of
everyday life.

Moomin Deluxe: Volume Two
If you haven't met a Moomin yet, you're missing the most magical fun . . . Play
peekaboo with Moomintroll and friends - lift the flaps to discover who is hiding on
each page! And don't miss the surprise mirror at the very end.

Moomin and the Birthday Button
In late 19th-century Colorado, Louisa's father is erroneously arrested for thievery
and, while under the charge of the awful Smirch family, Louisa and a magical
friend must find a way to prove his innocence.

More Adventures in Moominvalley
Set in Moominvalley where everyone is welcome, there are three stories to
treasure in this stunning collection, based on Tove Jansson's beloved and classic
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chapter books - introducing readers to the charming Moomins and their warmhearted way of life.

The Listener
Jansson's debut collection translated for the first time into English, to coincide with
the centenary of her birth

Comet in Moominland
A showstopping luxury gift book to cherish for years to come, The Moomins: The
World of Moominvalley is the ultimate guide for any Moomin fan, old and new. Step
into the magical world of Moominvalley with this beautiful one of a kind book; a
fun, fascinating, behind the scenes look at the wonderful world of the Moomins and
their creator, Tove Jansson. Filled with illustrated maps and family trees, facts
about Moomintroll behaviour and habits, this gorgeous book contains all you could
wish to know about the beloved characters from the original Moomin stories and
the world in which they live. Find out all about Moomintroll's adventures,
Moominmamma's handbag and Moominpappa's diary and discover all the favourite
Moomin characters, including Snork Maiden, Snufkin, Sniff and Little My. Get a
glimpse behind the studio door of the uniquely talented Tove Jansson. Featuring
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original Moomin drawings, colour studies and stunning sketches of her iconic
characters, as well as family photographs and Tove's childhood drawings. With a
luxuriously designed die-cut cover featuring gold foil, this breathtaking hardback is
the perfect addition to the collection of any Moomin fan. Written by the winner of
the Roald Dahl Funny Prize, Philip Ardagh, with contributions from bestselling
children's author, screenwriter and Moomin devotee, Frank Cottrell-Boyce, The
Moomins: The World of Moominvalley is a highly illustrated, beautifully designed
gift book for all Moomin fans to treasure.

Adventures in Moominvalley
Tove Jansson's Moomin characters and books are admired the world over. In the
United States the series beginning with Finn Family Moomintroll (first published in
English in 1945) has accumulated generations of fans. Since Farrar, Straus and
Giroux began reissuing the books in 1989, grateful readers old and new have been
thrilled to have the stories available again. At last the final installment is being
published – oddly, the only book that features none of the Moomin family
themselves, though it does take place at their house. There familiar characters
converge – Snufkin, the Hemulen, Fillyjonk, and others – seeking out the Moomins'
welcoming company, only to find them absent. All remain at the house, all have
very different personalities that clash often, but something about their homey
cohabitation during the icy winter changes each visitor in a gratifying way. As The
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Times Literary Supplement put it, Moominvalley in November is "possibly the
cleverest of the Moomin books."

Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature, 1975-1991
A stunning collection of essays and memoir from twice Booker Prize winner and
international bestseller Hilary Mantel, author of The Mirror and the Light

Moomin and the Golden Leaf
Leave Moominvalley? Is it possible? Yes, even the Moomin family need a change of
scenery sometimes, so they're off to live in a lighthouse on a tiny island. Here they
find space to grow, and to do things they couldn't in their comfortable, cluttered
valley home. As they discover their new home, the family also discover surprising,
and wonderfully funny, new things about themselves.

One Mighty and Irresistible Tide: The Epic Struggle Over
American Immigration, 1924-1965
Deception—the lies we tell ourselves and the lies we tell others—is the subject of
this, Tove Jansson’s most unnerving and unpredictable novel. Here Jansson takes a
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darker look at the subjects that animate the best of her work, from her sensitive
tale of island life, The Summer Book, to her famous Moomin stories: solitude and
community, art and life, love and hate. Snow has been falling on the village all
winter long. It covers windows and piles up in front of doors. The sun rises late and
sets early, and even during the day there is little to do but trade tales. This year
everybody’s talking about Katri Kling and Anna Aemelin. Katri is a yellow-eyed
outcast who lives with her simpleminded brother and a dog she refuses to name.
She has no use for the white lies that smooth social intercourse, and she can see
straight to the core of any problem. Anna, an elderly children’s book illustrator,
appears to be Katri’s opposite: a respected member of the village, if an aloof one.
Anna lives in a large empty house, venturing out in the spring to paint exquisitely
detailed forest scenes. But Anna has something Katri wants, and to get it Katri will
take control of Anna’s life and livelihood. By the time spring arrives, the two
women are caught in a conflict of ideals that threatens to strip them of their most
cherished illusions.

Moominpappa at Sea
Apple, cup, flower, shell . . . Discover Moomin's favourite first words as you share
his busy day all the way to bedtime. A companion volume to Moomin's Little Book
of Numbers, this chunky little board book is just right for little hands and early
learning - and there's plenty of Moomin magic along the way.
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Moomin Book Seven
Who Will Comfort Toffle?
Before he had a family, Moominpappa led a life of adventure and intrigue. But he's
never told his story until now. He has a bad cold, and it's the perfect time to
remember his youthful endeavors and to ponder the experiences which have made
him the remarkable Moomin he is.

The Prairie Thief
RETURN TO MOOMIN VALLEY IN THE SEVENTH VOLUME OF THE CLASSIC COMIC BY
LARS JANSSON In this volume of the Complete Lars Jansson comic, Jansson’s work,
already quite polished, takes on a joie de vivre heretofore unseen. The Moomins
rebel once more against hibernation, receive an inheritance they’re unprepared
for, find colonization a bit of a bore, and decide once and for all that seashells are
much prettier than gold nuggets. With familiar jabs aimed at Moomin leg length
and somewhat less familiar ones aimed at capitalism and colonial politics,
Jansson’s comics are timeless treasures for the whole family
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The True Deceiver
The Moomins and the Great Flood
Feeling his family's life is too safe and fixed, Moominpappa moves them to a
lighthouse on an island to lead a life full of troubles.

Moominvalley in November
The fillyjonk is seized with a nameless fear, a sense of approaching disaster, but
once the calamity occurs she feels peaceful and free.

Tales from Moominvalley
Moomin stories are full of thrilling adventures, exuberant humour, eternal truths
and timeless wisdom. Moominmamma ponders friendship, courage and
understanding. Her musings, in this collection, offer a glimpse of her abiding
serenity and her unique ability to always see the silver lining, even in disaster.
Includes original illustrations by the creator of the Moomins, Tove Jansson.
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At the Sign of the Naked Waiter
Join Moomintroll, his family and their friends in beautiful Moominvalley, where
everyone is welcome. Surprising things happen every day in Moominvalley - luckily
the Moomin family and their friends embrace the unexpected with their
characteristic humour, kindness and charm. This beautiful book contains nine
exciting adventure stories - all closely based on the warm and whimsical Moomin
world and characters created by the celebrated writer, artist and illustrator Tove
Jansson. Presented in chronological order, each story in Adventures in
Moominvalley is taken from an episode of the 3D animation series and set in the
idyllic and peaceful valley where the round blue Moominhouse stands. The stories
describe the adventures of Moomintroll, his parents, Moominmamma and
Moominpappa and their eclectic and happy band of friends – Little My, Snufkin,
Snorkmaiden, the hattifatteners and other famous characters from the classic
stories. The stories in this collection will delight Moomin fans of all ages. In one
story Moomintroll sails to the mysterious Hattifattener island and in another, he
finds a tiny dragon. The Moomins temporarily move house, Snufkin composes a
new spring tune and Moomintroll encounters the mysterious Groke.

Moominmamma's Book of Thoughts
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Tonight everyone in Moominvalley will be going to the Autumn Ball and
Moomintroll and Sniff are busy helping with preparations. But when they discover
an extraordinary golden leaf on the forest floor, will they be able to find a tree full
of golden leaves and give each of the valley folk a gift they'll always treasure?

Moominland Midwinter
A virtual memoir in letters by the beloved creator of the Moomins Tove Jansson’s
works, even her famed Moomin books, fairly teem with letters of one kind or
another, from messages bobbing in bottles to whole epistolary novels. Fortunately
for her countless readers, her life was no different, unfolding as it did in the letters
to family, friends, and lovers that make up this volume, a veritable autobiography
over the course of six decades—and the only one Jansson ever wrote. And just as
letters carry a weight of significance in Jansson’s writing, those she wrote
throughout her life reflect the gravity of her circumstances, the depth of her
thoughts and feelings, and the critical moments of humor, sadness, and grace that
mark an artist’s days. These letters, penned with characteristic insight and wit,
provide an almost seamless commentary on Jansson’s life within Helsinki’s
bohemian circles and on her island home. Shifting between hope and despair,
yearning and happiness, they describe her immersion in art studies and her
ascension to fame with the Moomins. They speak frankly of friendship and love,
loneliness and solidarity, and also of politics, art, literature, and society. They
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summon a particular place and time reflected through a mind finely attuned to her
culture, her world, and her own nature—all clearly put into biographical and
historical context by the volume’s editors, both longtime friends of Tove
Jansson—and, in the end, draw a complex, intimate self-portrait of one of the
world’s most beloved authors.

The Moomin Colouring Book
Everyone knows the Moomins sleep through the winter. But this year, Moomintroll
has woken up early. So while the rest of the family slumber, he decides to visit his
favorite summer haunts. But all he finds is this strange white stuff. Even the sun is
gone! Moomintroll is angry: whoever Winter is, she has some nerve. Determined to
discover the truth about this most mysterious of all seasons, Moomintroll goes
where no Moomin has gone before.

Christmas Comes to Moominvalley
Everyone is welcome in Moominvalley - especially at Christmas. A beautiful,
collectible and classic picture book, lavishly embossed and foiled, Christmas
Comes to Moominvalley is the perfect gift for Moomin fans of all ages. This is an
exquisitely illustrated re-telling of Tove Jansson's classic story The Fir Tree, in
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which the kindly Moomins are woken up from their winter sleep to be told that
'Christmas' is coming. The only trouble is, the puzzled Moomins have no idea who,
or what 'Christmas' is . . . A new generation of readers will enjoy meeting the
loveable Moomintroll, his parents Moominmamma and Moominpapa, and all their
friends in this beautifully illustrated story, in which the Moomin family demonstrate
their special values of tolerance, kindness and integrity, as they prepare for their
first Christmas - helping us understand what the festive season is really all about.

Moomin, Mymble and Little My
Science fiction constitutes one of the largest and most widely read genres in
literature, and this reference provides bibliographical data on some 20,000 science
fiction, fantasy, and horror fiction books, as well as nonfiction monographs about
the literature. A companion to Reginald's Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature,
1700-1974 (Gale, 1979), the present volume is alphabetically arranged by
approximately 10,000 author names. The entry for each individual work includes
title, publisher, date and place published, number of pages, hardbound or
paperback format, and type of book (novel, anthology, etc.). Where appropriate,
entries also provide translation notes, series information, pseudonyms, and
remarks on special features (such as celebrity introductions). Includes indexes of
titles, series, awards, and "doubles" (for locating volumes containing two novels).
Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
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The Fillyjonk who Believed in Disasters
A huge wave has crashed through the valley, flooding the Moomins out of their
home! With their usual resilience, the Moomins and their friends move into the first
house that comes bobbing along. It's strange-looking, like a big cave with curtains
hanging on either side. And when the house bumps into dry land and Moomintroll
and the Snork Maiden decide to spend the night on shore--then the adventure
really begins. Moomintroll and the Snork Maiden get lost, and Moominpappa
decides to write a play which they will perform in the house, in the hope that
Moomintroll will hear about it and find his way home. "Moominsummer Madness,"
the fourth in Tove Jansson's classic series of books about Moominvalley, is
enchanting and full of exciting adventures and surprises, some of them odd even
by Moomin standards!

The Summer Book
Created in 1945, yet published in this country for the very first time, The Moomins
and the Great Flood offers an extraordinary glimpse into the creativity and
imagination that launched the Moomin books.Moominmamma and young
Moomintroll search for the long lost Moominpappa through forest and flood,
meeting a little creature (an early Sniff) and the elegantly strange Tulippa along
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the way.Tove Jansson illustrates her first ever Moomin adventure with stunning
sepia watercolour and delightful pen and ink drawings.A revelation for Moomin
fans.Other Moomin picture books include The Book About Moomin, Mymble and
Little My [9780955352743], Who Will Comfort Toffle? [9780953522798] and The
Dangerous Journey [9780954899592].

Tove Jansson Life, Art, Words
The Moomin family and their friends are the delightful creation of Tove Jansson,
and are full of a particular humour and magic that has enchanted generations of
children and adults alike. Using the author's original characters and artwork,
Moomin and the Birthday Button is part of a stunning new range of children's titles
launching in the year of the Moomins' 65th anniversary celebrations. In this, the
first of a new series of picture books, Moomintroll wakes up full of excitement. It's
his birthday! But when it appears that his friends have forgotten all about his
special day, Moomintroll is very upset. Even Moominmamma finds it hard to
comfort him! Then there's a knock at the door . . . Who can it be, and what will
happen next?

Moomin Book Two
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"This brief novel tells the story of Sophia, a six-year-old girl awakening to
existence, and Sophia's grandmother, nearing the end of hers, as they spend the
summer on a tiny unspoiled island in the Gulf of Finland." -- Publisher's description.

Stories from Moominvalley
Moomintroll, Sniff, and Snufkin, who live in the forests of Finland, find a hobgoblin's
hat.

Letters from Tove
A sweeping history of the twentieth-century battle to reform American immigration
laws that set the stage for today’s roiling debates. The idea of the United States as
a nation of immigrants is at the core of the American narrative. But in 1924,
Congress instituted a system of ethnic quotas so stringent that it choked off largescale immigration for decades, sharply curtailing arrivals from southern and
eastern Europe and outright banning those from nearly all of Asia. In a riveting
narrative filled with a fascinating cast of characters, from the indefatigable
congressman Emanuel Celler and senator Herbert Lehman to the bull-headed
Nevada senator Pat McCarran, Jia Lynn Yang recounts how lawmakers, activists,
and presidents from Truman through LBJ worked relentlessly to abolish the 1924
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law. Through a world war, a refugee crisis after the Holocaust, and a McCarthyist
fever, a coalition of lawmakers and activists descended from Jewish, Irish, and
Japanese immigrants fought to establish a new principle of equality in the
American immigration system. Their crowning achievement, the 1965 Immigration
and Nationality Act, proved to be one of the most transformative laws in the
country’s history, opening the door to nonwhite migration at levels never seen
before—and changing America in ways that those who debated it could hardly
have imagined. Framed movingly by her own family’s story of immigration to
America, Yang’s One Mighty and Irresistible Tide is a deeply researched and
illuminating work of history, one that shows how Americans have strived and
struggled to live up to the ideal of a home for the "huddled masses," as promised
in Emma Lazarus’s famous poem.

Finn Family Moomintroll
Features unpublished goblin illustrations by legendary illustrator and concept artist
Brian Froud and an exclusive peek into Jim Henson’s creative process with 50
never-before-seen pages from his personal journal, detailing the initial conception
of his ideas for LABYRINTH.

Moomin's Little Book of Words
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Lonely and frightened Toffle remains unnoticed and alone in the world until he
finds a frightened girl who needs comforting.

Moominpappa at Sea
When Moomintroll learns that a comet will be passing by, he and his friend Sniff
travel to the Observatory on the Lonely Mountains to consult the Professors. Along
the way, they have many adventures, but the greatest adventure of all awaits
them when they learn that the comet is headed straight for their beloved
Moominvalley.

Moominsummer Madness
Here are nine delightfully funny stories about the triumphs and tribulations of the
citizens of Moominvalley. Readers will discover how the Moomin family save young
Ninny from permanent invisibility, and what happens when Moomintroll catches
the last dragon in the world. Some of the characters in these tales will be brandnew to Moomin fans, but there are lots of old friends to meet as well.

Welcome to Moominvalley: The Handbook
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The Finnish-Swedish writer and artist Tove Jansson achieved worldwide fame as the
creator of the Moomin stories, written between 1945 and 1970 and still in print in
more than twenty languages. However, the Moomins were only a part of her
prodigious output. Already admired in Nordic art circles as a painter, cartoonist and
illustrator, she would go on to write a series of classic novels and short stories. She
remains Scandinavia's best loved author. Tove Jansson's work reflected the tenets
of her life: her love of family (and special bond with her mother), of nature, and her
insistence on freedom to pursue her art. Love and work was the motto she chose
for herself and her approach to both was joyful and uncompromising. If her
relationships with men foundered on her ambivalence towards marriage, those
with women came as a revelation, especially the love and companionship she
found with her long-time partner, the artist Tuulikki Pietilä, with whom she lived on
the solitary island of Klovharu. In this meticulously researched, authorised
biography, Boel Westin draws together the many threads of Jansson's life: from the
studies interrupted to help her family; the dark shades of war and her emergence
as an artist with a studio of her own; to the years of Moomin-mania, and later novel
writing. Based on numerous conversations with Tove, and unprecedented access to
her journals, letters and personal archives, Tove Jansson: Life, Art, Words offers a
rare and privileged insight into the world of a writer whom Philip Pullman
described, simply, as 'a genius'.

Moominsummer Madness
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Explore the magical world of Moominvalley in this essential handbook for Moomin
fans of all ages – filled with fun facts and fascinating stories about the Moomins
and their friends. Based on the acclaimed animated TV series Moominvalley, this
guide is packed full of stunning colour illustrations closely based on Tove Jansson’s
classic paintings and drawings. Visit the Moomins in their round blue
Moominhouse, take a tour of Moominvalley and join in on their astonishing
adventures. Welcome to Moominvalley: The Handbook will tell you everything you
need to know about the Moomins' history, their personalities, their quirks and their
passions. Comprehensive and authoritative, this guide also explains the values
that have made the Moomins so well-loved: their kindness and tolerance, their love
of adventure, and their fondness for having fun.

The Moomins: The World of Moominvalley
The Moomin family and their friends are back in More Adventures in Moominvalley,
a collection of warm and charming stories based on the award-winning 3D
animation. Go on a journey to Moominvalley — a beautiful and peaceful place
where everyone is kind and caring — and join Moomintroll, his parents
Moominmamma and Moominpappa, and their friends Snufkin, Little My,
Snorkmaiden and more on their exciting adventures. Capturing the wit and whimsy
of Tove Jansson’s classic tales, the nine stories in this collection follow the goingsPage 19/23
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on in Moominvalley as Moomintroll wakes up in deep midwinter and meets his
mysterious Ancestor, Moomintroll and Snorkmaiden are haunted by a not-sospooky ghost, the friends undertake a perilous expedition to an erupting volcano,
and a very special Invisible Guest comes to stay. Packed full of exciting and
eccentric twists and turns and featuring all of Tove Jansson’s most beloved
characters, this beautiful collection is sure to be treasured by Moomins fans old
and new.

Moominpappa's Memoirs
A flood hits Moomin Valley and triggers a series of adventures for the Moomins.

Moomin's Lift-the-flap Peekaboo
Combining a gift for language, an exuberant sense of humor, and a boundless
imagination, Herrick's coming-of-age novel is unlike any other. Navigating the
mysterious path from childhood to adulthood, Sarah encounters a naked, winged
man, rivalrous ghosts, and gods disguised as beggars.

Mantel Pieces: Royal Bodies and Other Writing from the
London Review of Books
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A lavish celebration of Moominvalley, complete with hundreds of pages of comics,
writing, and ephemera Since the first Moomin comic strip appeared in the London
Evening News, Tove Jansson’s creations have become an international sensation,
inspiring TV shows, cafés, a museum, an opera, and even an amusement park. And
now in this new deluxe edition are hundreds of pages of Moomin comics, starring
Moominmamma, Snorkmaiden, Sniff, Mrs. Fillyjonk, and many more familiar faces.
Collected in this volume are the comics created by Lars Jansson, when his sister,
Tove, grew tired of drawing a daily strip after half a decade. Lars had long been
involved in the creation of the Moomin strips—he translated them into English for
publication. Though he had little knowledge of drawing, Lars took over the daily
comic strip. Tove taught him, and after two years of sibling collaboration, Lars
authored the strips independently for fourteen years. By the mid-1970s, when the
strip was at its height of popularity, the tales of Moominvalley were being
syndicated in forty papers worldwide, just as absorbing to adult readers as they
were to children. Even today, the stories remain uniquely resonant with readers for
more than just their quirky, outlandish appearances. With silly humor, the
Moominvalley characters emphasize the importance of community and respecting
one’s environment to readers young and old. Moomin Deluxe: Volume Two collects
Lars Jansson’s contributions to the series alongside rare ephemera and tributes by
cartoonists and writers. Sumptuously designed, it is a must for any fan of
Moominvalley.
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